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Subject: Grade 2 Science 
Term: 1  
Week: 8         Lesson number: 22 
Topic: What is the life cycle of a butterfly? 

 

Introduction: 

This lesson has 1 Resource titled “What is the life cycle of a butterfly”  

 

Instructions:  

In your Exercise Book, copy the Header. Make sure that your Handwriting is legible. (I will be 

checking your Exercise Book when you return to school) 

 

Practice Exercise 22: 

1. Go through the lesson notes you made in Lesson 21 and 22.  

2. Read RESOURCE A, “What is the life cycle of a butterfly?” again to see that you have 

correctly pasted the stages of a butterfly’s life in the correct order. 

3. Did you paste each stage in the correct order?  

4. Revise your notes and correct your mistake if you identified any. 

5. Now do Practice Exercise 1, copy the questions first and then answer them in full sen-

tences. 

 

Question 1 

How many stages does a butterfly have? Begin your sentence like this:  A butterfly has 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

At which stage does the most eating happen? Begin your sentence like this:  Most eating 

happens at ……………………………………………………………………………… 

Question 2 

Why does a caterpillar need to moult? Begin your sentence like this:  The caterpillar needs to 

moult because………………………................................................................... 

 

Question 3 

How are the egg and pupa stages similar? Begin your sentence like this: The eggs and pupa 

stages both involve growing……………………………………………………………..   

 

Question 4 

How are butterfly eggs a similar colour to the leaf they are laid on? Begin your sentence like 

this: The eggs are similar colour to the leaf so they ……………………………………………. 
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What is the life cycle of a butterfly? 

Read the Text   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


